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CSCTF: Possible optimization 

L1 special GMT meeting, 6 December 2011 

By Anna Kropivnitskaya    
on behalf of CSCTF group: 

D. Acosta, A. Adair, G.P. Di Giovanni, J. Hugon, M. Fisher, I. Furic, 
 J. Gartner, A. Kropivnitskaya, A. Madorsky, M. Matveev,  

P. Padley, L. Redjimi, B. Scurlock, L. Uvarov 

✓  Provide CSCTF resolution information for different CSCTF Qualities for GMT optimization 

✓  Discuss possible improvements in CSCTF logic in 2012 



✓  Trigger: HLT_L1SingleMuOpen or HLT_L1SignleMu10 

✓  CMSSW_4_2_8_patch6 with official Promt Analysis code: /UserCode/L1TriggerDPG/ 

✓  Commissioning data 2011 /Commissioning/Run2011A-PromptReco-v5 
                                                 /Commissioning/Run2011A-PromptReco-v6     
                                                 /Commissioning/Run2011B-PromptReco-v1   
        run range: 170053-180252            

✓  GOODCOLL + Good Vertex 

Data Sample 
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CSCTF Quality definition 
Tight definition Q_CSCTF_tight: 
Quality definition till May, 10 2011:  <- this definition is used here for resolution 

  - Overlap DT-CSC region: 
   mode 11, 12, 14 -> Quality 3 (any 2 or 3 station track with DT stub) 
   for ¦eta¦ <1.2 any other modes -> Quality 1 
   no Quality 2 in this region  

  CSC region ¦eta¦ > 1.2: 
  mode 2, 3, 4 -> Quality 3  (any 3 station track with ME1) 
  mode 6, 7, 13 -> Quality 2 (any 2 station track with ME1) 
  mode 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 15 -> Quality 1 (other tracks) 

Loose definition Q_CSCTF_loose: 
Quality definition after May, 10 2011 

   Overlap DT-CSC stay the same without changes 

   CSC region ¦eta¦> 1.2 changes: 
   mode 5 -> Quality 3 (3 station track without ME1) 
   for ¦eta¦: 1.6-1.8 mode 8, 9, 10 -> Quality 2 (2 station track without ME1) 

We are consider the possibility to return to the tight definition in the 2012 
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GMT Triggering at Endcap Region 

GMT triggering at SingleMu after September 2011: 

 - Q_GMT = 7: any CSC/RPC tracks -> Q_CSCTF_loose = 1, 2, 3 

  - Q_GMT = 6: unconfirmed CSC candidate (no RPC) if 
                        - Q_CSCTF_loose = 3 
                        - Q_CSCTF_loose = 2 and {¦η¦ < 1.2 (no such tracks at CSCTF) or ¦η¦ = 1.5-1.8} 
                        - Q_CSCTF_loose = 1 and ¦η¦ < 1.3 
  - Q_GMT = 5: any unconfirmed RPC candidate (no CSC) 

We are not triggering now with unconfirmed CSCTF with Q_CSCTF_loose = 2 and ¦η¦ = 1.2-1.5  
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Rate at CSC region: |η| > 0.9 

- Q_CSCTF_loose = 2 start to dominate compare to Q_CSCTF_loose = 3  
   and cause significant contribution to the rate for pT threshold> 16 GeV 
- Q_CSCTF_loose = 1 and RPC unconfirmed (without CSC) rate less then Q_CSCTF_loose = 3  

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 
GOODCOLL + Good Vertex  

Looking for muons which pass GMT selection and contribute to L1SingleMu path 
and compare to the best resolution tracks (Q_CSCTF_loose = 3): 
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Rate at CSC region: |η| > 0.9 

- Q_CSCTF_loose = 2 start to dominate compare to Q_CSCTF = 3  
   and cause significant contribution to the rate for pT threshold> 16 GeV 
 - Q_CSCTF_tight =2 still significantly lower then Q_CSCTF = 3 even for pT threshold > 16 GeV 
  Switch from loose to tight quality definition suppress Q_CSCTF = 2 rate which pass GMT 
      selection for L1SingleMu by factor ̃3 
 - The ε study to return to Q_CSCTF_tigh  should be done: 
    we expect drop in efficiency of  ̃1% 

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 
GOODCOLL + Good Vertex  

Looking for muons which pass GMT selection and contribute to L1SingleMu path 
and compare to the best resolution tracks (Q_CSCTF = 3): 



✓  Use only global muon which pass standard tight muon selection: 
         - Track numberOfValidTrackerHits > 10 
         - GlobalTrack norm. χ2 < 10 
         - GlobalTrack numberOfValidMuonHits > 0 
         - Track numberOfValidPixelHits > 0 
         - GlobalTrack numberOfMatchedStations > 1 
         - innerTrack dB < 0.2   
      and  matching with CSCTF tracks with:  
         dr = sqrt{dη2 + dϕ2} < 0.1 

✓ Resolution definition 
    if ratio < 0 -> CSCTF overestimate pTglobal (could lost in ε ) 
    if ratio > 0 -> CSCTF underestimate pTglobal (no lost in ε) 

€ 

ratio = pT
global / pT

CSCTF −1

Selection for Resolution Study 
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Gaussian fit  
         get mean of ratio and sigma (resolution) of ratio 
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Resolution Study: Qulity_CSCTF_tight = 3 

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 

HLT_L1SingleMu10 
PTLUT2011 

-  20% shift in mean of ratio was done intentionally to get 90% efficiency at pT threshold 
-  for low pT muons resolution (sigma) is upto 12% 
-  no contribution of low pT track for high pT threshold 
-  for high pT (20-30 GeV) muon resolution is about 20-25% 
-  Similar behavior of resolution for ¦η¦ =1.6-2.1 
-  no difference between CSC confirmed/unconfirmed candidates 

10                    20           30       40 10                    20           30       40 
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Resolution Study 

-  Significant improvement in resolution for Quality = 3 with new PTLUT 2012 test (Bobby) 

New PTLUT 2012 test (Bobby): 
- Use non-linear binning for Pt assigment logic (dphi12 and dph23) 
-  Local max (Likelihood: dL/dpt) -> Max (Likelihood) 
Resolution improves upto 25% for low pT muons 

Q_CSCTF_tight = 3, ¦η¦ = 1.2-1.6 
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Rate Study 

PTLUT2012 test over PTLUT 2011 for Quality_CSCTF_tight = 3 

In PTLUT2012 test rate is suppressed by ̃20% for pTCSCTF >10 GeV 

Justin 
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Resolution: Quality_CSCTF = 2 

-  for low pT muons resolution (sigma) is upto 12% 
-  but some of low pT tracks contribute significantly to rate for high pT threshold 
  -> should be understand if possible to improve it 
- Similar behavior of resolution for ¦η¦ =1.6-2.1 
-  no difference between CSC confirmed/unconfirmed candidates 

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 

HLT_L1SingleMu10 
PTLUT2011 

10                    20           30       40 10                    20           30       40 
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Resolution: DT-CSC Overlap 

-  for low pT muons resolution (sigma) is upto 14% 
-  almost no contribution of low pT track for high pT threshold 
- no difference between CSC confirmed/unconfirmed candidates 

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 

HLT_L1SingleMu10 
PTLUT2011 

10                    20           30       40 10                    20           30       40 
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Resolution: Quality_CSCTF_Q1 

-  resolution (sigma) from Gaussian ̃30-40% 
-  huge contribution of low pT track  to rate for high pT threshold 
- Similar behavior of resolution for ¦η¦ =1.6-2.1 
-  no difference between CSC confirmed/unconfirmed candidates 

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 



CSCTF Pt assignment  
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✓  threshold efficiency calculation using tight muon global selection: 

€ 

ε(PT
global ) =

NPT
CSCTF ≥ threshold
global (PT

global )
Nglobal (PT

global )

€ 

ε(η(ϕ)global ) =
N

PT
CSCTF ≥ threshold&&PT

global ≥HLT threshold
global (η(ϕ)global )

N
PT
global ≥HLT threshold

global (η(ϕ)global )

Threshold efficiency is the probability that for reconstructed global muon with 
 momentum, PT, CSCTF assigns momentum greater or equal to threshold value  
       - for eta and phi distributions we analyzed only global muons with PT ≥ HLT value: 
          PT HLT = PT CSCTF + 2(3) GeV  to be at efficiency plateau in PT distribution 

New PTLUT 2012 test (Bobby): 
- Use non-linear binning for dphi12 and dph23 
-  Local max (Likelihood) -> Max (Likelihood) 
Almost didn’t loose efficiency in the plateau compare to PTLUT2011 (see next slide)  
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Threshold efficiency 
HLT_L1MuonOpen, PTLUT2011 

HLT_L1SingleMu10, PTLUT2011 HLT_L1SingleMu10, PTLUT2012 test (Bobby) 

HLT_L1MuonOpen, PTLUT2012 test (Bobby) 
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Threshold efficiency: DT-CSC Overlap 
HLT_L1MuonOpen, PTLUT2011 

HLT_L1SingleMu10, PTLUT2011 

Plateau efficiency at DT-CSC overlap 
 is ̃99% upto CSCTF pT threshold 20 GeV 
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Conclusion 

✓ CSCTF resolution: 
  -  Quality_CSCTF_tight = 3: good resolution at ¦η¦ < 2.1 
  -  Quality_CSCTF_tight = 2: still some of low pT track contribute to the rate  
                                              for high pT threshold 
                                              -> should be understood if possible to improve 
 -  Quality_CSCTF = 1:          poor resolution 

✓ Switch from loose to tight quality definition suppress Q_CSCTF = 2 rate which pass GMT 
     selection for L1SingleMu by factor ̃3 
     - The ε study to return to Q_CSCTF_tigh  should be done 

 ✓ New PTLUT 2012 test (Bobby) : 
     - Significant improvement in resolution for Quality_CSCTF_tight = 3  
        with new PTLUT 2012 test (Bobby) is observed. Improvements upto 25% 
      - Almost didn’t loose efficiency in the plateau compare to PTLUT2011   
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Back up 
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CSC geometry 
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Rate at CSC region HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 
GOODCOLL + Good Vertex  

If we return to tight CSCTF Quality definition that Q_CSCTF = 3 muons 
 will be dominated in the rate contribution 
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Rate at CSC region HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 
GOODCOLL + Good Vertex  

Muons which are not pass GMT selection for L1SingleMu 
cause significant contribution to rate 
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Rate at CSC region 
HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 

Rate increase significantly if start triggering at ¦η¦>2.1 at L1SingleMu 
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Rate at CSC region 
HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 
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Resolution 

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2012 test 

HLT_L1MuonOpen 
PTLUT2011 

HLT_L1SingleMu10 
PTLUT2012 test 

HLT_L1SingleMu10 
PTLUT2011 
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Back up 
Be careful, old plots 
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CSCTF Resolution for confirmed CSC (CSC&RPC) 

 Q_CSCT_tight  = 3 
 & HLT_MuL1SingleMuOpen 
 - Overlap DT-CSC region: 
   mode 11, 12, 14 -> Quality 3 
   (any 2 or 3 station track  
    with DT stub)  
    -> up to 14% resolution  
       for low pT track 
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CSCTF Resolution 

  - CSC region |eta| > 1.2: 
  mode 2, 3, 4 -> Quality 3 
  (any 3 station track with ME1) 
    -> up to 12% resolution  
       for low pT track 
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CSCTF Resolution 

  - CSC region |eta| > 1.2: 
  mode 2, 3, 4 -> Quality 3 
  (any 3 station track with ME1) 
    -> up to 14% resolution  
       for low pT track 
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CSCTF Resolution 

  - CSC region |eta| > 1.2: 
  mode 2, 3, 4 -> Quality 3 
  (any 3 station track with ME1) 
    -> up to 22% resolution  
       for low pT track 
    -> bad due to 3 link readout 
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CSCTF Resolution 

  - CSC region |eta| > 1.2: 
  mode 6, 7, 13  -> Quality 2 
  (any 2 station track with ME1) 
    -> up to 13% resolution  
       for low pT track 
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CSCTF Resolution 

  - CSC region |eta| > 1.2: 
  mode 6, 7, 13  -> Quality 2 
  (any 2 station track with ME1) 
    -> up to 13% resolution  
       for low pT track 
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CSCTF Resolution 

  - CSC region |eta| > 1.2: 
  mode 6, 7, 13 -> Quality 2 
  (any 2 station track with ME1) 
    -> up to 33% resolution  
       for low pT track 
-> bad due to 3 link readout 
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CSCTF Resolution 
  - CSC region |eta| > 1.2: 
   mode 1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 15  
   -> Quality 1 
  (any 2/3 station track 
    without ME1) 
    -> up to 30% resolution  
       for low pT track 


